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â€œFor my part, I travel not to go anywhere, but to go. I travel for travelâ€™s sake. The great affair is to
move.â€•- Robert Louis Stevenson.

The above mentioned quote summarizes, in a few words, the feelings of anyone who has been
bitten by the travel bug.  The editors at Bucket List Nation, a travel website, hope to inspire people
to travel more by sharing their travel stories and also having other travelers from across the world
talk more about their experiences as well.Once you visit the website, you will see stories filed under
the categories of city guides, travel inspiration, Bucket List, off the beaten path and quirky ideas and
ways to travel, place to travel to and even hosts a section that talks in detail about a particular city
called locals only.

The idea behind our website is to enhance the experience of a traveler to any place and they can
refer to our website to look for different things to do which are usually known to just the locals and
most tourists miss out on the real vibe of a place. Currently the website has an extensive LA city
guides. LA is such a diverseand a multi-dimensional city and offers something for everyone and we
have endeavored to cover as many different places to as possible right from hidden spots to small,
hole in the wall places to eat that are mostly known to the locals.

The website is also focusing on India as a major tourist destination especially since every different
part of the country has so much to offer. Another city guide that we are focusing on is the New Delhi
city guide and just like the LA city guide we are trying to offer a different view of the city so that you
can soak in the local flavors of the city.

The editors slowly plan to expand the guides to other cities and countries and even offer details like
where to stay based on your budget and the best restaurants to eat and other places to go whiling
visiting a place. They also plan to cover special events like music or art festivals or famous fairs and
exhibitions. Travelling is the best way to learn about new cultures, people, traditions and it gives you
a whole new outlook on life and we are very excited to share our journey with you and truly hope
that it inspires some serious wanderlust.
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go in LA India.
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